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How does Radiotherapy work?

� Immediate cell death due to nuclear damage

� delayed cell death due to damage of the cell 

cytoplasmcytoplasm

� death when attempting mitosis

� loss of reproductive ability

� loss of local blood supply

� damaged cells fall victim to tissue defence cells
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Target volumes

� Target definition

� GTV: Gross tumour volume

� CTV: Clinical target volume 

PTV: Planning target volume� PTV: Planning target volume

� TTV: Treated Target volume
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PARALLEL OPPOSED FIELDS

•• two fields for anterior and posterior chesttwo fields for anterior and posterior chest
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MULTIFIELD TREATMENTS

•• used where a high dose is required for a relatively small used where a high dose is required for a relatively small 
tumour volumetumour volume

•• two or more fields two or more fields 
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ensures that a high dose  of radiatioensures that a high dose  of radiatioensures that a high dose  of radiatioensures that a high dose  of radiatio

is delivered where the beams meet is delivered where the beams meet 

with a lower dose being delivered towith a lower dose being delivered to

skin and other tissue transversed byskin and other tissue transversed by

the beamsthe beams



Head and Neck Cancer

�oral mucositis 

�Dry mouth – XerostomiaDry mouth – Xerostomia

�Ulceration

�Weight loss

�Nasogastric feeding

Head and Neck Cancer







Prostate Cancer

�An inflamed bladder, making you want to pass 
urine very often 

An inflamed bowel, causing diarrhoea �An inflamed bowel, causing diarrhoea 

�Erythema or moist desquamation 

�Tiredness 

�Loss of pubic hair

�Impotence
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CBCT

CT Ref Scan



Lung Cancer

�Tiredness

�Oesophagitis 10% needing Nasograstic feeding

�Erythema�Erythema

�Cough

�Pneumonitis

Oesophagitis 10% needing Nasograstic feeding





Box with reflective markers 

positioned near sternum

Box with reflective markers 
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Respiratory signal is displayed and recorded during scan 

acquisition

Respiratory signal is displayed and recorded during scan 



A large amount of data is 

generated!

(>800 slices)
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GTV from standard scan



PTV= GTV + 15 mm



GTV on MIP



PTV = GTVMIP + 10 mm





Stereotactic Radiotherapy

SABR is a technique used for treating

extremely high doses of hypofractionated

precise target.precise target.

By using immobilisation and 4D planning

we are able to tighten marginsaround

With lung cancer SABR is typically used

patients who are unsuitable for surgery

tumour location..

Stereotactic Radiotherapy

treating lung cancer that delivers

hypofractionated radiotherapy to a very

planning and CBCT verification

marginsaround the GTV.

used for early stage disease in

surgery due to patient fitness or









Calypso

� Calypso tracks the target using radiofrequency 

waves, an innovation referred to as GPS for the 

Body technology.

� Three electromagnetic transponders implanted � Three electromagnetic transponders implanted 

during a simple out patient procedure

� transmit location information about the target

� The tracking system locks onto the signal during 

patient setup and tracks it throughout the 

treatment.
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Passion People and 

� Not limited to sites discussed

� Breast irradiation has reduced number of treatments after Fast 

Forward trial

� Radiosensitisers added to Radiotherapy regimen may allow for � Radiosensitisers added to Radiotherapy regimen may allow for 

lower doses to be as successful

� Increases does to tumour with clearer understanding of dose 

delivered to radiosensitive structures

� Tenology improvements will not slow down
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